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CONCEPT
Integra is a modular and functional partition that serves to include decorative cladding and shelves into 
office spaces. The partition is perfectly integrated with every other Adotta glass wall system. 
The steel structure allows the hanging of a wide selection of aesthetic and useful panels such as 
acoustic, wood, felt, fabric or metal panels, magnetic whiteboards, and technological devices. 

WALL CLADDING
Integra can be used in lieu of existing drywall to hang any type of decorative, acoustic, and functional 
panels. With or without glass, this modular system can be used to configure multiple furnishing layouts.

MATERIALS
A broad range of materials can be hung on Integra. From wood to fabric, acoustic panels or magnetic 
whiteboards, up to Italian mosaic, every type of cladding can be applied to the system.

DESIGN
Dimensions: total width 100mm [4”] with an internal aluminum profile of 60mm [2-3/8”] width. 
Structural profiles have a system tolerance of –4mm [-3/16”] / +16mm [+5/8”].  

LAYOUT
Maximum full height 3660mm [12’]. With clerestory 3050mm [10’] of solid partition and 610mm [2’] of 
glass, total 3660mm [12’] height. Integra can be integrated with all Adotta partition walls: Metafora, Wallen 
and Thesis. 
Connection profiles are designed according to the system to which Integra Solid Wall is attached to, and 
may have multiple shapes according to the type of use needed (wall start, glass to glass, corner, etc). 
The internal cavity of the Solid Wall is filled with rock wool and sheetrock to provide thermal and acoustic 
insulation. 

DEMOUNTABLE
Integra Solid Wall is demountable and reconfigurable.  It can be customized for specific layouts and 
reconfigured afterward in new spaces. This modern partition is mindful of environmental implication to 
constitute a sustainable design element in contemporary architectural projects. 

SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATES
The partition has been certified for impact and fire resistance. 
Sound insulation is up to 48dB. 
Integra is EPD certified (Product specific) and contributes to LEED projects. 
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